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• The European GDP’s growth rate accelerated in the first quarter of 2011 and the 
expansionary phase should have continued also in the second quarter of the year, even if 
at a milder pace. Unlike the other main European countries, Italy has not caught this leap in 
the first part of the year: Italian GDP has remained substantially stable for the last three 
quarters. 

• The deterioration of the situation in Greece has had repercussions on the 
EUR/USD cross rate, which has been decreasing for the last ten days (it closed at 
1.4088 on June 16, 2011), although remaining far from the low levels showed one 
year ago at the beginning of the Greek crisis (when EUR/USD went down below 
1.20). 

• In May European inflation was over the target of 2% for the sixth consecutive 
month: +2.7% in the Euro area, the +2.6% in Italy and +2.9% in Milan. 

• The ECB confirmed the interest rate at 1.25, but it announced the possibility of 
an increase to 1.50 in July, in reaction to the upward pressures on prices.  

• The GDP in Lombardy grew by 1.9% in 2010, much more than in Italy (+1.3%) 
and in line with the Euro Area performance (+1.8%). However, the drop in the 
region was extremely stronger in 2009 (-6.3% vs. -5.2% in Italy and -4.1% in the 
Euro Area). The recovery in Lombardy is continuing in this first part of the year, 
driven by industry and export. 

• In May the Manufacturing Confidence Index1 decreased in the Euro Area, in 
Germany, in France, in Italy and also in the Milan Area. In particular, in Milan the 
index fluctuated around lower values than end-2010/beginning-2011 ones. 

• Industrial production accelerated in March (+0.7% the monthly change) and in 
April (+1.0%). But, this little “springtime recovery” should end in May, when 
industrial production would increase by +0.2% according to Confindustria.  

• In the first five months of 2011, all the kinds of CIG2 decreased both in Italy 
and in the Milan Area (except for the CIG in Deroga at the national level). Another 
positive signal is the real utilization of the hours of CIG authorized: the percentage 
fell to 39% in the first quarter of 2011. Instead, the request for CIG by Assolombarda 
companies rose in May.  
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1 Data referred to European countries are extracted from the monthly survey on manufacturing sector harmonized by the 
European Commission. Assolombarda carries out an analogous survey interviewing 350 associated companies every 
month. The manufacturing confidence index is the main indicator of these surveys and is calculated as the mathematical 
average of the seasonally adjusted data on production expectations, orders and stock of finished products (with inverted 
sign). 
2 Cassa Integrazione Guadagni (CIG) is a particular Italian shock absorber. It is a redundancy fund which helps companies 
to keep labour force in times of economic difficulties. It allows workers to receive a part of their wages. There are three kinds 
of CIG: Ordinary (Cassa Integrazione Ordinaria - CIGO), Extraordinary (Cassa Integrazione Straordinaria - CIGS) and 
Special (Cassa Integrazione in Deroga - CIG in Deroga). 
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